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A Report on Industrial Visit Creamline  Dairy Products Ltd (Jersey), Uppal, Hyderabad  

Date: 1st October 2022       

Class: BBA II YEAR III SEM (SEC A & B) 

No.of students : sec A:49, B: 52(101)                      

                                                                                 

 Department of Management Studies organized industrial Visit on 01st Oct 2022 for BBA 

students II Year  of 3rd semester  to Creamline Dairy Products Ltd (Jersey) Uppal to 

understand actual industrial production process, various products produced and 

packing and safety measures followed in an organization.  
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History of Creamline Dairy Products Ltd 

 Four Friends dreamt of making it big on their own in an era when the word 'start up' 

wasn’t in. They were first generation entrepreneurs, who started small, made mistakes, 

learnt valuable lessons along with way to charter the uncharted path and create a 

legacy. GRIT, GUTS and GLORY summarize the journey. On 31st Oct 1986 the company 

was incorporated with Rs 50,000 investment from each co-founder. They started off 

when there were no private dairies in the country. The name of the company Cream 

line denotes the most valuable part of milk, the CREAM.   

 They started small but dreamt big. The journey started 40 kms from Hyderabad where 

they set up Their first factory at Jeedipally village. Since then, their growth drivers have 

been both organic and inorganic. They aim to create significant value by developing 

successful brands and add more value-added products to our current portfolio.    

Cream line Dairy Products Limited (CDPL) are the leading Private Dairy player in 

Southern India with operations spanning across Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Tamilnadu, 
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Karnataka and Maharashtra. Their products are sold under the brand name 'Jersey'. 

Since inception in 1986, the company has been growing consistently under the visionary 

leadership of the directors, an efficient operating team, the unrelenting efforts of 

committed workforce and backed by the rich legacy of 120 years young Godrej group. 

Vision Of Creamline Dairy Products Ltd 

To emerge as a Leader in Dairy Foods with Global Presence through Business Excellence 

and Consumer Delight. 

 Mission Of Cream line Dairy Products Ltd 

To grow continuously, offering value added Dairy Products and gain customers 

confidence through Innovative Practices. 

Awards and Certificates  

Best Vendor Award, 2004” presented to Creamline Dairy Products Ltd. by Taj Residency 

for keeping consistency in standard of quality and timeliness on Jersey products.   

Creamline Dairy Products Limited  Hyderabad Plant received this prestigious award 

from Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board in recognition of practicing “ Cleaner 

Products Measures” during 2011-2012 on the occasion of World Environment Day on 

5th June, 2012.    

Milk Fortification Champion 

Creamline Dairy Products Limited won the “Milk Fortification Champion” award at 

National Consultation on Milk Fortification on 5th September 2018 at New Delhi. The 

award was given for the outstanding achievement towards commencement of milk 

fortification initiative in India. 

The award was jointly given by FSSAI, NDDB and Tata Trust and was received by Mr.Raj 

Kanwar Singh, CEO, Creamline Dairy Products limited. 

Product Range: 
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The Jersey brand has a very interesting product portfolio like milk, curd, yogurt, 

buttermilk, lassi, Paneer, Thick shakes, Flavored milk, Cooking Butter, Ghee, Doodh 

Peda, Skimmed Milk Powders, Ice creams etc. These are available in various convenient 

formats 

 

 

 

Summary of the Visit: 

We arrived at Creamline Dairy Products Ltd at 10:00 AM. After that we gathered at the 

front gate and visited various sections of Creamline Dairy Products Ltd. We students 

were accompanied by Mr. Srihar who was the in charge of ice cream section along with 

Ms. Anitha who was a security in charge. 

We visited 6 sections of Creamline Dairy Product Ltd 

1. Firstly, with the direction Of Mr. Srihar we entered the ice cream section where  we 

read an amazing quote which says Small group of people solving problems together. 
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Then Mr. Srihar explained us about the process of making and packing of various ice 

creams   

2. Then we entered the butter section where Butter was made from cream made 

continuously from machine. Salt as Preservatives and color as additives are added to 

the butter continuously. After that it was packed on automatically Packing Machine. 

Capacity of butter plant is 25 tons per day. 

3. Later we entered the Milk processing and packing section where Mr. Srihar 

explained us in detail about the milk production process. The process starts with the 

collection of milk from the farmers. The collected milk is then transported to chilling 

centers and stored. The milk goes through the process of pasteurization, 

homogenization and standardization. After this process is complete, the milk is sent 

to lab for a quality check. After the lab test the milk is now ready to be packed. 

4. After that we entered the Paneer section where we learnt the process of making 

paneer from Mr. Srihar 

5. Lastly, we entered the Badam Milk and Doodh Peda section where we were 

explained about the production of Badam Milk and Doodh Peda by Mr. Srihar 
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Conclusion: 

It was a wonderful experience for all students as well for staff. Every student was very 

cooperative to each-other as well to the faculties. Students were acquainted of Dairy 

product manufacturing process in Creamline Dairy Products Ltd.  
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2019-20:  

1. A VISIT TO THE MANUFACTURING SITE OF YAKULT DANONE INDIA PVT. LTD 

IN SONIPAT HARYANA. 

The Department of Management studies  has organized  an Industrial Visit  to have a better 

understanding of the intricacies involved in applying  the theoretical concepts learned by the students. 

As a part of the programme All the MBA II year students went for the Educational visit for the 

academic year 2019-20 which was conducted on 9
th

 January, 2020. The students were welcomed by 

the Yakult DANONE Management.Yakult DANONE is one of the Largest selling probiotic drink, 

globally more than 40 million bottles are consumed daily in 40 countries and regions. 
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Students moved to the manufacturing area, where the Yakult management showed the students from the 

process of picking proper ingredients, analyzing them in a way where they have a grade system to send them 

to production only when approved and packaging system. 

 

The following are Yakult ingredients water, skimmed milk, glucose-fructose syrup, sucrose, and 

live Lactobacillus Casei Shirota bacteria which are divided in individual sections. All the MBA students 

were allowed to visit various sections of Manufacturing of the different product lines of Yakult.  
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At the end of the session, students were given yakult probiotic drinks as goodies to taste the magical drink 

[red capbottles for the sweet tooth and the blue cap bottles (low sugar content) for the health-conscious 

people] 
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2. A VISIT TO THE MANUFACTURING SITE OF ‘PARLE G’ BAHADURGARH, 

HARYANA. 

 

The Department of Management studies  has organized  an Industrial Visit  to have a better 

understanding of the intricacies involved in applying  the theoretical concepts learned by the 

students. As a part of the programme all the MBA II year students went for the Educational 

visit for the academic year 2019-20 which was conducted on 8
th

 January, 2020. The students 

were welcomed by the PARLE G Management. 
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PARLE G Management has given a digital introduction in a creative manner as they 

explained all   their history through some amazing animation characters which began with 

Parle Products (1950s) owners Vijay, Sharad and Raj Chauhan (founders of the brands Parle-

G, 20-20, Magix, Milkshakti, Melody, Mango Bite, Poppins, Londonderry, Kismi toffee 

bar, Monaco and krackjack)their idea to start this particular industry. Also, some amazing 

known and unknown facts of Parle G such as at a point it was the only biscuit company and 

they were many people trying to copy their brand which might have affected theirsales. After 

the presentation session students visited to manufacturing area of PARLE G to see the 

manufacturing of biscuits, maintenance of machinery, packaging etc. 
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At the end of the visit students learned: 

 If  recognition is required , hard work is necessary  

 With hard work and dedication, anyone can become great  

 To become great students  should not compromise, take no shortcuts and to never 

copy anyone  

 Always keep trying to better yourself  

 Keep learning new things because there is no limit in acquiring knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

3. A VISIT TO HINDUSTAN COCA-COLA BEVERAGES PVT LTD., AMEENPUR 

The MBA first year students of Bhavan’s Vivekananda College, Sainikpuri, were given an 

opportunity to visit one of the manufacturing units of Hindustan Coca Cola Beverages Pvt 

Ltd (HCCB)on the 20
th

 of November, 2019. The Ameenpur HCCB plant is spread over a 

wide area of 23.7 acres of land of which 40% is used for industrial and manufacturing 

purposes and the remaining 60% is the green cover for the plant. Currently, the plant employs 

around 350 employees, with 180 permanent employees and the remaining hired on a contract 

basis depending on the seasonal requirements. The plant is fully automated and follows the 

TPM or the Total Productive Maintenance system. The TPM system encompasses all the 

employees from the shop floor to the executive boardroom, in converting the inputs into 

outputs, while maintaining the achieved sustainable condition.  
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The visit to the factory turned out to be an enriching experience where the students gained an 

in-depth knowledge about the manufacturing process of the Coca-Cola products. Students 

were accompanied by four faculty members of the departmentnamely Dr. Madhuri Srinivas,  

Dr. Kavitha Lal, Mr. Chandan Babu and Mr. Nitin Bharadwaj. 
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2018-19:  
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1.THE TELANGANA STATE DAIRY DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATIVE 

FEDERATION LIMITED  

(VIJAYA DAIRY) 

The Department of Management studies organized an industrial visit to Vijaya Dairy, Milk 

Products Factory on 22
nd

 December 2018 for MBA Students. The management was pleased 

to accord permission to 120 students in 4 batches along with faculties to visit the Milk 

Products Factory. 

Students of Management department were able to explore the various process of milk 

products like Ghee, Milk (various fully automatic and semi- automatic pasteurisation 

machinery), Badam milk, Butter, Khova, Sweet Lassi, Butter Milk,SFM (Flavored Milk), 

Paneer, Skim Milk Powder. 

The state run Telangana state diary development cooperative federation limited (Vijaya 

diary), Hyderabad plant now has a capacity of 4 lakh litres and has drawing up large scale 

modernisation and expansion to improve the capacity to 10 lakh litres. Plants are also situated 

in Warangal, khammam, nizamabad, mahabubnagr and khamareddy districts.  

On an average of 3.04 lakh litres of milk is being sold in Hyderabad and other districts. From 

the Lalapet factory, 40000 litres of tetra packed milk is being transported to Anganwadi 

schools in state.  

The TSDDCF has one milk products factory, seven dairies, 11 milk chilling centres and 126 

bulk milk cooling units. Plans are also afoot to establish 1000 kiosks for selling vijaya dairy 

products at tourists’ spots, highways, and other crowded places across the state. 

To promote the vijaya brand, 25 RTC buses are being used and vijaya parlours and vijaya 

cafes have also been set up. In order to have full- fledged milk sales in the city, distributor – 

wise milk supply adopted. 

 The diary has enhanced its milk procurement methods. At present around 5.6 lakh litres of 

milk is procured from 65000 producers. At present incentives to milk producing incentives 

are provided to farmers through cooperative societies and union producers. 
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2.INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO RADHA TMT, CHEGUNTA. 
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The final year students of the BBA program from Bhavan’s Vivekananda College were taken 

on an industrial tour to RADHA TMT, Chegunta, Hyderabad on 25
th

 September 2018. 

Approximately 50 students were present for this visit. Mrs Lalitha and Mrs Kavitha from the 

department of management studies accompanied the students on this programme. The 

students left at 9:30am and returned by 4pm.  

Radha TMT a plant situated in Shankarampet Chegunta village in Medak district is a full-

fledged state of the art manufacturing unit which includes steel melting induction furnaces, 

fully atomized hi-speed rolling mill, continuous casting machine(CCM) and testing facilities 

to make high quality primary steel. This plant has been operational since 2008-2009. The 

students were taken around and the manufacturing process was explained in detail. From 

initial stage of procurement of raw material to manufacturing of the finished product. The 

following is the process:  (source: emsonsteel.com) 
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The students were divided into two batches for the tour. During the tour of the plant the 

students were provided deep insights about the working of the plant and detailed information 

was shared. We all got to see the whole process of how the iron is collected using a magnet 

then heated and turned into iron bars and then rolled to make iron rods.   

At the end, the student were offered with refreshments and drinks to regain their energy for 

the trip back. The industrial visit to RadhaTMT was an enriching and informative experience 

for the students in getting live exposure and first hand information of the functions and 

process.  
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PEPSI CO INDUSTRY VISIT 

On 20
th

 December, 2017,The Department of Management Studiesconducted an industrial 

visit to Pepsi Co for BBA 3
rd

 year students. The trip began at 9:30 from the college premises 
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where 54 students along with 2 lecturersvisited the Pepsi Co plant located at Sangareddy 

district on the outskirts of Hyderabad. 

The on-site officer took the students to the processing unit. On reaching the unit, safety 

equipment was given to wear and were briefed about the general safety procedures at pepsi 

co.  

The site in-charge manager, explained about the division of work and how the processing is 

carried out to get the final bottles of soft drink that are consumed. The processing unit is 

divided into two parts, in the first one the plastic can bottles are made, which are then sent 

forward to be filled by the carbonated drinks, and it goes to next stage where they are capped, 

placed, packed, sealed and ready to go to the markets. He also said that in 1 min, 60 bottles 

are manufactured.  

 

 

 

 

2016-17: 

 

1. Industrial visit report on Lalit Foods Pvt.Ltd., 
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An industrial visit organized on 28 th February 2017 for the students of BBA III years where 

50 students visited  in order to enhance their practical stimulation and to let them having an 

overview on the activities related to  operations management , scheduling  which are carried 

by Lalith foods Pvt. Ltd. Lalit foodsEstablished in 2017 , It has made a name for itself in the list of top 

suppliers of in India. The supplier company is located in Hyderabad, Telangana and is one of the leading sellers 

of listed products. 

Lalit Foods is listed in Trade India's list of verified sellers offering supreme quality of etc.  

 

 
 

 

2. On 21t Oct, 2016, MBA final year, section B, went on a visit to Coco Cola factory, 

Ameenpur with two faculties namely Dr. Madhuri Srinivas and Dr. Kavitha Lal with 

56 students.  

In the factory, Ms. Asha, Quality team leader, escorted the students and explained 

about the process of making of different beverages. There are four steps in making 

beverages which are also called carbonated soft drinks or sparkling beverages. They 

are, water treatment, syrup preparation, bottle blowing and filling process. There are 

separate sections for the steps. There is a section where minute maid tetra packs are 

prepared.  

 

In a minute, 125 tetra packs are made. After that, there was a section where different 

recycled glass bottles were going through the process of washing and defective bottles 

were removed. Then, filling and crowning of bottles were done and these bottles were 

going out on a conveyer belt to the packing section. In the next section, we saw the 

total process of manufacturing of Coco Cola two litre bottles, where small test tube 

like bottles were blown on a blow max with 120 degrees centigrade and with 70-80 
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PSI pressure. These bottles were again moving on conveyer belt through air blowers 

for filling of coco cola and capping.  

 

These bottles were packed in covers and stored in packaging section or storage for 

four hours for quality checks before distribution. In a minute, about 600 bottles are 

produced. On an average, 20 lakh bottles are prepared in a day with maximum 0.5 

defects per batch and the factory follow 3 sigma quality standards. The factory 

follows different techniques of kaizen. There are two supervisors at every section and 

defective bottles are emptied in the drain manually which again goes to water 

treatment section. The process is fully automated and machinery works 24/7. If there 

is a change odour, the machinery automatically gets washed and is ready for the next 

process.  

 

 

2015-16: 

 

1) Industrial Visit: 

Industrial visit report on Lalit Foods Pvt.Ltd., 

 

An industrial visit organized on 16th December 2015 for the students of BBA III 

years where 50 students visited in order to enhance their practical stimulation and to 

let them having an overview on the activities related to operations management , 

scheduling  which are carried by Lalith foods Pvt. Ltd. Lalit foodsEstablished in 2015 , It 

has made a name for itself in the list of top suppliers of in India. The supplier company is located in 

Hyderabad, Telangana and is one of the leading sellers of listed products. 

Lalit Foods is listed in Trade India's list of verified sellers offering supreme quality of etc.  

 

 


